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 design with folding / digital fold fab

(kccheung) 



How can we make (almost) anything from 

a string of information that specifies a 

literal string of units, selected from a 

small, discrete batch of primitives? 

 



…the order of the units along the string 

specify the overall structure… 

 



Two dimensions… finding a path that 

spans the entire figure… 

 

(Saul Griffith – Ph.D. thesis, 2005) 

 



How can we get from a description of an

object to the digital information needed 

to to most efficiently fabricate the object? 
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Geometric Proof in 2 dimensions:

The folding sequence can be determined by viewing the collection of pixels as a

graph. The nodes of the graph are the centres of the pixels and the vertices in the graph

connect adjacent pixels. In order to construct the shape by folding it must be possible to

connect all the nodes in the graph through a single non-intersecting path. Such a path is

known as a Hamiltonian Path. Procedures for finding such a path when they exist are

known12, but not all graphs possess them.

Figure 1b. A dog comprising square tiles without a Hamiltonian path.  A

spanning tree is shown in red lines connecting the nodes (red dots) at the centroid of

each ‘pixel’.

As an example consider the dog shape of Figure 1b.  If we begin tracing a path at

the snout of the dog (pixel 1 -yellow), at the first branch (pixel 3 - roughly the eye of the
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Figure 1d.  The six possible ‘pixel’ configurations and their ‘sub-pixels’

demonstrating edge connectivity of (a = 0, b=1, c=2, d=2, e=3, f=4)

The minimal tile set for achieving arbitrary folds according to the sequence is

presented in figure 1e.  Tiles must always be presented head to tail according to the

vector indicated.  The polarities of the faces always guarantee one attractive and one

repulsive force on either side of the joining vertice to enforce the folding rule. In 2D 4

pixel types as defined by polarity of edges are required to produce a ‘strong’ or

attractive bond at every face.  These tiles, and the order in which they need to be placed

in order to fold clockwise or counter-clockwise are shown in Pink, Blue, Yellow, and

Green.

Figure 1e.  Magnetic poles of 4 different tile types allow clockwise and

counter-clockwise folds at each vertex depending on the sequence of tiles

–Pink(P), Green(G), Yellow(Y), Blue(B).  P:G, G:Y, Y:B, B:P produce CW folds
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dog) the path continues on to the ear above the head, but there is no return path to

complete the body, legs and tail.  As such Figure 1b does not contain a Hamiltonian

Path.

Figure 1c.  The same dog where each pixel has been divided into 4 ‘sub-pixels’

enabling a Hamiltonian path or circuit one pixel wide around the perimeter of the

spanning tree.  The yellow tile shows the construction by addition of new tiles.

A solution to this problem can be achieved at the cost of increasing the number

of pixels used by a factor of 4.  To see why this helps it is necessary to introduce a final

idea from graph theory. A spanning tree for a graph is a subgraph of the original graph

that contains all the nodes and a subset of the vertices. Enough vertices must be

included in this set to keep the original graph connected. Unlike Hamiltonian Paths

every graph has a spanning tree (which is not necessarily unique). If a Hamiltonian Path

does not exist the spanning tree will be branched. If each original pixel is replaced by 4









Automation of path finding. 

 

Input: Binary image 

Output: Code string 

 















Three Dimensions. 

 



Edge connected tetrahedra (Griffith, 2006) 

- considering production means (Rabl, 2006)? 
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Figure 2b.  A string of edge connected right angled tetrahedral

Figure 2c.  A rhombic hexahedral voxel comprised of 6-right angled

tetrahedral sub-voxels with Hamiltonian loop of connectivity shown in red.



Vertex connected rhombic hexahedra 

(eg., cubes) 

 - easier to fabricate (?) 

- satisfies linear production constraint 

- can be made from tetrahedra

 





Set of possible states (8). 

 





3 turning conditions for each state. 

 









Tiling in space, so that adjacent paths 

can be combined, as in the two 

dimensional system. 

 















































Input: STL (stereolithography) data 

Output: Code string 

 































What next?... 

 



Use the code. 

 



How can this do something more than 

create solids? 

 

- Open connections 

- Re-Programmable Turning Properties 

- In-unit Actuation 





A modification of the strong-bonding 

system that requires only 1 primitive (in 

terms of arrangement of edge properties), 

with four primitive ways that it can be 

strung… 
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S  S 
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N  S 
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S  N 

 



The modified system also has enough 
information on each of the two sides of 

the string, in order to create an exact 
duplicate...

 



The system may also be modified to be  
purely mechanical and printable from a

single substrate...

 









CA with conservation of mass, 

connections, and 1d order… 

 

 
 

 

 












